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Abstract In aeronautical combustors, effusion cooling is the preferred technique used to shield walls from
the hot gases. Jets from thousands of sub-millimeter angled perforations form a film isolating the liner. When
performing a Large Eddy Simulation (LES) of a real engine, including effects of the effusion cooling is a challenge.
A modeling technique [1] has been developed recently to address this issue. However in that work, the precision
is still relative to the mesh. The present study proposes an automatic adaptive method which increases the
mesh resolution in key areas allowing to achieve more accurate results at moderate additional cost.
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1 Introduction
In aeronautical combustion chambers, the temperature of the burnt gases exceeds the thermal wall resistance,
thus requiring methods to cool the liner [2]. Effusion cooling [3] is widely used since it is both efficient and
lightweight. Multi-perforated liners operate on the same principle as a porous walls except that the cooling flow
is injected through discrete, laser-drilled sub-millimeter holes [4]. A industrial combustor would have thousands
of effusion holes, however a Large Eddy Simulations (LES) where all holes are resolved will not be feasible
before 2050 [5]. As an alternative, models for effusion cooling have been developed [6–11]. The homogeneous
model by Mendez et al. [7] is a first approximation where the multi-perforated liner is represented as a homogeneous boundary condition which injects the appropriate mass flow and momentum [12]. Although numerically
convenient, this approach excludes any local effects due to the discrete nature of the holes. The limitation to
homogeneous models means that the LES relies on a fully modeled representation of the effusion plates, similar
to that of RANS, although the computational resources available today only allow mesh resolution approaching
the aperture diameter. Therefore, a more precise model is essential in order to take advantage of LES when
dealing with combustors with effusion cooling. The so-called thickened-hole model was recently proposed in this
framework [1]. In this model, the apertures of the perforated liner are thickened in order to impose a minimum
of 3 cells in the numerical diameter of the jet regardless of the mesh size. Modeling ideas developed for the homogeneous model [7, 12] are then adapted in order to maintain the correct mass and momentum fluxes [1]. The
thickened-hole model thus shares the properties of the homogeneous model when the grid is coarse. However,
if the mesh cell size ∆x is sufficiently fine at the wall, local effects near the actual hole can be captured. The
ratio R defined in [1] quantifies the mesh resolution with respect to the diameter d of the holes : R = d/∆x.
The heterogeneous model begins to show locally non-stationary phenomena with R values greater than unity
(R = 4, say) but much smaller than the resolution needed for an LES to correctly resolve a jet-in-crossflow
situation (R=20-30, say). However, the actual practice in gas turbine manufacturers, such as Safran Helicopter
Engines, is to perform LES of combustors with grids corresponding to R close to unity, making the result of the
thickened-hole model [1] equivalent to, but not significantly better than homogeneous model. To increase the
ratio R, a finer mesh is needed, but out of reach a priori : going to a mesh at R = 4 would increase the cost of
an explicit simulation by at least a factor of 32.
The purpose of this paper is to study an alternative solution using adaptive mesh refinement in order to
achieve better results at an affordable cost. The test case is first described, then two ‘Mesh Local Refinement’
methods MLR1 and MLR2 are presented with particular attention to the mesh and properties resulting from
each method. Finally, both methods are applied to an industrial case.
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2 Academical test case
The academical test case used is the Maveric-H test case which has already been studied in several papers [13–
16]. It consists of two parallel channels communicating through 144 holes. Thanks to the periodicity of the
setup, only 12 holes can be computed. The hole diameter (d) equals 0.4 mm. Blowing (M = ρjet Vjet /ρhot Uhot )
2
2
and momentum (J = ρjet Vjet
/ρhot Uhot
) ratios are 8.4 and 31 respectively. A holes resolved simulation where
both sides of the multi-perforated plate are computed is considered as the reference. Extracting the mass flux
from this simulation allows computing only the injection side in the simulations with effusion cooling model.
In [1], it has been shown that the result is highly dependent on the R ratio. With R = 2 the jets from the
aperture do not penetrate enough whereas with R = 4 the results are very close to those obtained by the
resolved simulation. In addition, jets and inter rows profiles are distinct with R = 4 which is not the case when
R = 2. Going from R = 2 to R = 4 leads to a huge improvement on the result in return to a much higher cost.
A local mesh adaptation where only the key areas are refined would reduce the cost. In this study, two uniform
meshes corresponding to R = 2 and R = 4 and two adapted meshes MLR1 and MLR2 (named by the adaptive
method used to obtain the corresponding mesh) are used as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: Superposition of real size multiperforation holes (black ellipse) on the wall for different grids ratio: R = 2;
R = 2 with MLR1 adaptation; R = 2 with MLR2 adaptation; R = 4. The enlarged holes are also highlighted
on the R = 2 case (light blue ellipse). No enlargement was used for the other cases since the mesh corresponds
for R=4 in these cases.

Hip (www.cerfacs.fr/avbp7x/hip.php) and MMG3D [17] libraries were used to adapt the mesh and generate
MLR1 and MLR2 from the uniform one at R=2. For the MLR1 case, starting from a uniform R = 2 mesh, a
geometrical strategy of refinement name MLR1 has been used. Only the cells at a distance lower than 3 diameters
of the hole were refined leading to R = 4 in this area. With this method, no thickening is needed. As the modeled
area is reduced with MLR1, a second adaptation (MLR2), based on physical quantities from MLR1’s solution
can be proposed. Note that it only need a short physical time to be computed since the instantaneous field
close to the effusion jets is sufficient. The aim of this MLR2 adaptation is to reduce the cost without losing
physical information. Starting from a uniform mesh at R = 2, high velocity and low temperature zones were
refined while the others were coarsened. This strategy leads to a drastic reduction of the total number of nodes
and thus reduces the over-cost. The main properties of the cases are presented in Table 1 were CP Uadim time
is the cost to simulate a typical physical time of the configuration, taking the R = 2 case as the reference. σn
stands for the ratio between the real geometrical hole surface and its numerical counterpart.
Case
R=2
MLR1
MLR2
R=4
Resolved

R at the aperture
2
4
4
4
16

Cells
858 459
874 652
405 343
6 705 379
51 077 506

σn
0.48
1
1
1
1

CP Uadim
1
2.4
1.2
14.9
510

Table 1: Characteristics of the meshes.
The results on the Maveric-H test case are presented in Fig 2. The R = 2 field of temperature shows no
fluctuation and mostly looks like a laminar flow. On the contrary, for the R = 4 case, temperature variations are
visible and small structures appear. When using either MLR1 or MLR2, results are quite similar and in both
cases jets and inter jets areas can be distinguished. Wall temperature is also better predicted than for the R=2
case. In Fig. 3, temperature and axial mass flow-rate profiles are presented. 3D data is temporally and spatially
averaged in the spanwise direction and presented as a function of Y ∗ , the distance from the plate normalized by
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Fig. 2: Instantaneous temperature fields through one row of holes (left) and on the wall (right) for each case.
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Fig. 3: Temperature (right) and streamwise mass flow-rate (left) profiles are presented for 2 plate positions:
Pos1 (upper part) and Pos2 (lower part).
the inter-row distance ∆ defined in Fig. 3 (∆ = 11.68d). Results are presented for 2 positions. The R = 2 case
does not recover the same shape as the reference solution and the jets penetrate 40% less than for the resolved
case. In adapted cases results are closer (24% less for MLR1 and 8% more penetration for MLR2). In short,
MLR2 provides results similar to R = 4 for less than one tenth the price of the computation. It also outperforms
R = 2 for only 20% CPU cost increase.

3 Application on a real combustor
These MLR methods have been applied to one sector of a turboshaft reverse flow combustion chamber (see
Fig 4) already studied and presented in [18, 16]. Since the initial mesh (M0 ) has a very low R resolution a first
MLR1 adaptation has been performed which lead to M1 . Note also that cells located on the wall and between
jets are coarsened. A second MLR1 without coarsening between jets has been performed in order to obtain M2 .
Thanks to the results from M2 , a M2bis mesh has been obtained using the so-called MLR2 method. A M3 has
been created from the M2 mesh using MLR1 method in order to have a relative convergence comparison (with

and multiperforations. Both of these cooling systems create protecting cold flow
boundary layers along the chamber walls, preventing direct impingement of hot
4
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Figure 1: Schematic view of the combustion chamber.eps

Fig. 4: Schematic view of the combustor extracted from Berger et al. [18].
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a distance of influence of 6 hole diameters instead of 3). Properties of different meshes are provided in Table 2.
CP Uadim corresponds to the CPU cost normalized by the CPU cost of the M0 case (40 000 h CPU for 30ms
physical time).
Case
M0
M1
M2
M2bis
M3

Refinement method
N/A
MLR1 from M0
MLR1 from M1
MLR2 from M1
MLR1 from M2

R at the aperture
0.75
2.25
4.5
4.5
6

Cells
45 892 340
54 417 508
115 523 143
72 484 864
242 437 477

σn
0.06
0.56
1
1
1

CP Uadim
1
2.8
14.6
4.0
31.1

Table 2: Characteristics of the meshes for the real combustor.

On Fig. 5(a), a zoom on the boundary of the combustor shows the evolution of the injected surface (dark
grey) in function of the grid resolution. Thickening due to the modeling are visible on M0 and M1 while it is not
the case for other cases. Note that the R ratio corresponds to the number of cells into the aperture’s diameter
(smaller diameter of the minor axis of the ellipse), however since the grid is non uniform more cells can be
counted.
On Fig. 5(b), the inner mesh is visible, the temperature field from the instantaneous corresponding simulation
is displayed. The aerodynamic field is very different; similar conclusion as on the Maveric test case can be drawn:
on the M0 case, the cold layer is uniform while in the M3 case a jet is visible. M2 and M2bis give very close
results and allow to capture the jet induced by the effusion holes while in terms of CPU cost the M2bis case is
less expensive. In this case, only key zones of the jet are refined.
M0

M1

M2

M2
M2bis

Temperature

M1

M0

M2bis

M3

M3

(a) Boundary with the projection of the multiperforated
holes with the thickened-hole model.

(b) Cut through a hole. Visualization of the jet resulting from the
corresponding instantaneous simulations.

Fig. 5: Local effects of the mesh on a real combustor.
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Temperature of the liner is compared to experimental measurements in Fig. 7. However a large computational
time is required to assess time averaged solution and thus only the M0 and the M1 cases are available so far (see
Table 2). The provided experimental data comes from thermocolor tests as described in [18,16]. This explains
the broad range of experimental data at a given location. Thermocolor indeed give only access to a temperature
range, but has the advantage of allowing to characterize the whole combustor temperature field. Since the
computation is adiabatic, the simulations are averaged in time to obtain mean velocity and temperature fields
and are then post processed using correlations from Cottin [19] and estimator from Bizzari et al. [16]. Figure 7
shows a comparison between numerical and experimental data as a function of the axial position (x) for two
lines defined in Fig. 6. Both numerical simulations are very close to the experimental results. However the M1
simulation gives closer results. It highlights the fact that the thickened-hole model combined with an adaptive
mesh refinement methods increases the efficiency of the wall temperature prediction for aeronautical combustors.
In particular, the hot zone close to the combustor dome (low flame tube abscissa, noted Do on Fig. 6) is better
captured by mesh M1 . In the same way, temperature levels in the range of abscissa [0.04-0.08] is in better
agreement with experiments for this mesh. In addition, the temperature level is higher and better predicted
with adapted mesh than with the standard mesh (M0 ), demonstrating that a less coherent cooling film is directly
resolved, as shown on the academic case.

Fig. 6: Definition of the injector plane and inter-injector plane lines.

(a) Injector plane.

(b) inter injector plane

Fig. 7: Comparison between experimental thermocolor measurements and results from M0 and M1 .

4 Conclusion
The present study shows how mesh adaption combined with a heterogeneous model of effusion cooling can yield
significant improvement in accuracy of industrial Large Eddy Simulations for the design process of modern
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combustors. To our knowledge this is the first attempt of mesh adaption focused specifically on modeling
effusion cooling. Heterogeneous modeling is a recent technique which can benefit from a higher mesh resolution,
but the computational power currently available does not allow to achieve a significant breakthrough with
standard meshing techniques. Indeed, the benefits given by the heterogeneity of the thickened-hole model need
a wall ratio R larger than 4 which it is still lower than what is feasible in uniformly refined meshes. With a brute
force global refinement, such resolution will not be achieved before another 10 years. Mesh adaption allows to
reach local wall ratios of R = 4 which is feasible with present computational power. The present study shows
on an academic test case how to define a refinement metric satisfying both a resolution requirement near the
jets and a satisfactory mesh coarsening between holes. As a result, adapted meshes exhibit features similar to
brute force meshes, yet for a much more affordable CPU cost. The same approach was also tested on a complex
case with thousands of holes, with results significantly improved for both local effects and global trends.
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